
One Awesome Panda

If you see a giant creature munching on bamboo, it’s a panda! These adorable pandas

absorb my mind. They are as sweet as a kitten! There are two reasons why I like them. Read on

to find out more about this mind-absorbing creature.

To begin, Pandas are endangered because they used to live in the forest, but soon there

were roads being built, so that pandas have fewer places to live, then they ran out of food, and

these pandas became lame. If they don’t have enough food, the pandas will be weak and they

won't be able to walk with grace. Instead, they would walk like an amateur. So people think

these pandas should be adopted. This is why you probably only find them munching on bamboo

in a panda zoo.

Next, I think pandas are important because while they roam around in forests, the seeds

stick to the pandas, and they spread seeds around the forest. And when the seeds are spread, they

grow trees. When trees are grown, the scrumptious fruit falls down. Inside the fruit, there are

even more seeds. When the seeds are planted, they grow new trees, and the cycle continues. All

thanks to the pandas!

Pandas currently live in mountain ranges somewhere in China. They can live in other

places too, like Sichuan and Shaanxi. Close to one thousand, eight hundred fifty pandas are still

living in the wilderness. As estimated, three hundred pandas now live in captivity.

It is tiresome to just walk around all day, but when you see a graceful panda, It is not so

tiresome. So when I see one, my mind has to make space for that wonderful memory!

Below is a picture of some giant pandas:



It looks like these three are playing! I would want to stare at these cuties for more than an
hour! These pandas are so cute!


